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Abstract
Study of this paper is immersed with the effective
clustering and mining approach with the help of
information. There are wide range of text mining
applications, having information with them. This
information may be of various types, such as the links in
the document, web logs which contains user-access
behavior, provenance information of the documents or
other text document which are embedded into the nontextual attributes. These attributes may include lots of
information for clustering intentions. However, attributes
involved with the importance of this information may be
hard to count, especially when some of the information
is noisy. In such cases, it can be hazardous to merge the
information into the mining process, because it can either
improve the quality of the representation or can add
more noise in the system. Therefore, this review suggests
the way to design efficient algorithm which combines
classical partitioning algorithm with probabilistic model
for effective clustering approach, so as to maximize the
benefits from using information.
Keywords— Information, database applications-text
mining, data mining, Clustering, document clustering,
text classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main issue of text clustering upraises in the
surround of various application areas such as the web,
social networking sites, and other digital data. The fast
increasing amounts of text information in the surround of
these huge online collections has governed to be an
interesting in making scalable and effective mining
algorithms. A Lot of work has been done in present days
on the issue of clustering in text collections in the
database and information retrieval communities. Despite
the fact that this work is basically designed for the issue
of pure text clustering in the nonexistence of other

We captured the web documents which includes Meta
data information related to browsing behavior of variety
of users, this kind of data can be used to get better the
quality of the text mining. This is because the documents
which can often hold sharp correlations in content, which
cannot be hold by the raw text by itself.
Different text documents having links in them and
which can also be acted as an attributes, such links
having lots of worthwhile information for mining
intentions. As in the previous case, this type of attributes
may often generate insights about the correlations among
the documents in an approach which may not be easily
within reach from raw content.
Meta data information related with many web
documents complement to various kinds of attributes
such as the origin or other information in other cases,
data such as dominion, even temporal, or position
Information may be informative for mining intentions. In
a various number of applications, documents may be
related with user-tags, which may also be truly
educational.
At the same time as such side information can every
now and then be beneficial in improving the quality of
the clustering process, it can be so dangerous when the
side information is noisy. In that situation, in point of
fact that it can damage the quality of the mining
mechanism. Therefore, we will use a method which can
carefully as certain the coherence of the clustering
parameters of the side information with that of the text
content.
A. Clustering

Clustering can be measured as a very important
unsupervised learning problem. It come down with
searching a structure in a collection of unlabeled data. In
general, the definition of clustering could be “the process
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of organizing given objects into certain number of
groups whose members are similar in some way”.
Therefore a cluster is a collection of objects which are
“similar” and are “dissimilar” between them to the
objects belonging to other clusters. If the general query
is given then it is extremely difficult to recognize the
specific document which the user is interested in. The
users are required to explore through a long list of off
topics from the documents. Furthermore, internal
relationships among all the documents in the search
result are hardly ever presented and are left for the user.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Guan Yu [1] proposed DPMFS approach handles
document
clustering
and
feature
selection
simultaneously. We constrain the DPM model only to
define the cluster structure of the data with
discriminative features which are identified by a latent
binary vector. The Gibbs Sampling technique is used to
infer both the cluster structure and the latent
discriminative word subset. Our experiment shows that
DPMFS approach group’s document dataset into
meaningful clusters without requiring the number of
clusters known in advance.
Ruizhang Huang [2] proposed a rare approach,
namely DPMFP, to discover the latent cluster structure
based on the DPM model without requiring the number
of clusters as input. Document features are automatically
separated into two groups, in particular, selective words
and nonselective words, and participate differently to
document clustering.

Fig.1. Clustering Overview, Cluster Size: 3
B. Document Clustering

It has been investigated that the Document clustering
is use for in a number of various areas of text mining and
information retrieval. At the beginning, the document
clustering was used for enhancing the precision or recall
in information retrieval applications as well as an
efficient way of searching the nearest neighbors of a
document so that system will response the maximum
relevant document in return to user’s query. ‘The
document clustering has also been used to generate the
automatic hierarchical clusters of the documents. It is
very closely related with data clustering. The document
clustering includes the function of descriptors and
descriptor extraction. The descriptors are the sets of
words that explain the contents within the cluster which
contains the “n‟ number of objects.

Shady Shehata [3] considered that, in text mining
majority of the methods are based on the statistical study
of a term or word. This statistical study gives term
frequency which shows the significance of the term
within a document. However, one of the terms
contributes more to the meaning of its sentences than the
other when two or more terms have the same frequency
in their documents.
In This paper Jian Ma [4] presented a novel ontologybased text-mining approach to cluster research proposals
based on their similarities in research fields. The method
is capable and competent for clustering research
proposals with both English and Chinese texts.
Lei Meng [5] considered that Co-clustering is a
commonly used technique for knocking the rich metainformation of multimedia web documents, including
category, annotation, and explanation, for relative
discovery. However, most co-clustering methods
proposed for different data do not consider the
representation issue of short and noisy text and their
performance is bounded by the empirical weighting of
the multi-modal features.

Fig. 2. Stages in Document Clustering
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Table I. shows various existing methods and its limitations

Ref.
No.

1

2

3

4

5

Method
Used

Dirichlet
Process

Dirichlet
Process

Conceptbased
mining
model

Clustering
analysis

Heterogene
ous data coclustering

Data
Source

Approach

Strength

Text
Document

Proposed DPMFS approach
handles document clustering
and feature selection
simultaneously. Author
constrain the DPM model only
to define the cluster structure of
the data with discriminative
features which are identified by
a latent binary vector

Proposed approach
works on both a
synthetic dataset and
several realistic
document datasets.

Text
Document

Proposed a rare approach,
namely DPMFP, to discover the
latent cluster structure based on
the DPM model without
requiring the number of clusters
as input. Document features are
automatically separated into two
groups, in particular, selective
words and nonselective words.

Author evaluate
method that performs
well on the synthetic
data set as well as real
data sets

Need to use of
additional information
to improve the
performance of
approach.

Text
Document

Proposed model can efficiently
find significant matching
concepts within documents,
according to the semantics of
their sentences. Similarity
between documents is
calculated by the new conceptbased similarity count

Results demonstrate
the substantial
enhancement of the
clustering quality
using the sentencebased, documentbased, corpus-based,
and combined
approach concept
analysis.

Does not did
experiment with text
classification.

Social
Network
Data

Paper has presented technique
for grouping of research
proposals. Research ontology is
created to separate the concept
terms in different fields and to
form association among them.

Results can be used to
improve the efﬁciency
and effectiveness of
research project
selection processes in
other government and
private research
funding agencies.

Extra work is needed
to cluster external
reviewers based on
their research areas
and to assign grouped
research proposals to
reviewers
systematically.

Multimedia
Document

Author proposed a generalized
form of Heterogeneous Fusion
Adaptive Resonance Theory,
named GHF-ART, which
perform co-clustering of huge
web multimedia topics.

Shown that GHFART achieves
signiﬁcantly better
clustering
performance and is
much faster than
many existing stateof-the-art algorithms.

Need to develop the
effective criteria for
learning the desired
vigilance parameters
values.
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Document
clustering need to be
more
and
more
labeled document.
.
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are variety of text mining applications, which contains
information within them, this information may be of
number of kinds, such as origin of information of the
documents, web logs, the links in the documents
which contains user-access behavior. A lot of work has
been done in present days on the issue of clustering in
text collections in the database and information
retrieval. Still, this work is usually designed for issue
of pure text clustering in the lack of various kind of
attributes. These attributes may also having a lot of
data for clustering intentions.

Fig. 3. Methodology for Document Clustering Method

The clustering of documents are based on weight of
the node tree. The tree represent weights hence setting
up weight are based on below formula. The clustering
formula empirically expressed by:

In this paper, we studied various different
techniques, algorithm for effective text clustering and
mining, after studying these techniques we came to the
conclusion that, considering information for text data
clustering and mining is a very excellent option
because if the information is related then it provide
extremely wonderful results and if the information is
noisy it can be hazardous to merge information into
the mining process, because it can add noise to the
process. So by removing this kind of noisy information
we can improve the quality of clustering. Therefore,
Discussion suggests way to design efficient algorithm
which helps to combine the classical partitioning
algorithm with DPMM model for effective clustering
approach, so as to maximize the benefits from using
information.
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